[Effects of combination of midazolam and propofol on anterograde amnesia in critical patients].
To observe the effects of sedation with midazolam and propofol on anterograde amnesia in critical patients. Sixty selected patients on mechanical ventilation in intensive care unit (ICU) were randomly divided into three subgroups (propofol, midazolam, and midazolam and propofol combination group), with 20 cases in each group. Patients who were awakened from sedation were showed with a card depicted with different colors, figures and numbers. When patients were totally conscious after weaning from mechanical ventilation,the influence of the different methods of sedation on anterograde amnesia of these critically ill patients was assessed. (1) 70%, 95% and 90% of patients manifested amnesia in propofol, midazolam and the combination group, respectively. All the patients recovered their memory immediately in 30 minutes after withdrawal of the sedatives. (2) When midazolam was compared with propofol and combination group, time of onset was obviously prolonged after an intravenous injection of a load dose in midazolam group [(2.7+/-1.1) minutes and (3.1+/-1.3) minutes vs. (5.1+/-2.8) minutes], also was time of extubation after regaining of consciousness [(0.7+/-0.2) hour and (1.2+/-0.6) hours vs. (2.7+/-0.3) hours, all P<0.01]. There was no significant difference between propofol group and the combination group in time of onset and extubation (both P>0.05). (3) Cost of propofol [(2,100+/-125) yuan] was 75% higher than that of midazolam [(1,200+/-112) yuan, P<0.01], but cost of sedatives in the combination group [(1,300+/-132) yuan] was similar to that in midazolam group (P>0.05). Combination of midazolam and propofol can not only ensure anterograde amnesia in critical patients, reduce drug dosage and adverse reactions, but also can help reduce the hospital expenses. This method may be a better sedation program in ICU.